ALCHEMY
at NewHere 2017/18
Artist: Bodi

This Almanac offers you some important
information beyond what you have received in
the Facebook invitation. Please read it carefully
and if you still have questions or ideas for
improving this guide, please do not hesitate to
contact us.

Where Burning Man Principles
meet Permaculture
The NewHere Gathering is an initiative started by
environmentally conscious Burners who would like to live
community life with other Burners and with people who are
generally interested in radically expressive but also
sustainable co-creative environments beyond temporary
Burns. So the aim of this gathering is to create healthier
ways to celebrate with WoMan & Earth as well as to form a
group of ‘PermaBurners’ who want to integrate BM- &
Permaculture principles on a daily basis within a permanent
community.
Artist: Erté

Welcome to this year’s
NewHere!
Our first sweet ’n’ juicy NewHere Gathering 2016/17 was
all about celebrating the new location for a PermaBurn at the
Roman Baths of Casares, digging deep into its history and
going back all the way to the Garden of Eden and its
Forbidden Fruits! Reenacting the legend, we again ate from
the Tree of Knowledge, lost our innocence, fell out of grace
and the 7th heaven!

Artist: Ernst Fuchs

This year we’ll be offered a new chance to get a taste of bliss
at the Sulphur Springs by applying some alchemical wisdom
and a bit of magic!
As we will be entering the auspicious year 8een, this
NewHere’s theme will circle around two centres in an eternal
dance connecting opposites: beginning & end, fire & water,
heaven & earth, male & female, the occult & the profane
world. And as we are all alchemists we are able to overcome
duality and live the eternal moment, which contains infinite
possibilities for creating a magical New Here & New Year
full of miracles!
But how will we do this, you might ask?
Some clues can be found within the NewHere symbol!
Also, for an introduction to Alquimia & Andalucia you could
read the “Alchemist” by Paulo Coelho.

Al’ Activities
One of the witches’ workshops at NewHere will be the
creation of Al’iksir- also known as the alchemical Elixir for
eternal life in bliss- for which we will need three elements:
fire, water & earth as well as the very important ingredient
sulphur! To amalgamate we’ll add a bit of alcohol and…
‘Abracadabra! our Alma will be purified!
Other activities might be (please add your offers!):
•
building hot tubs
•
pimping the permaculture garden
•
making of costumes & decoration from natural &
recycled materials
•
Sound- & Movement Medicine

Al’ Agenda
21.12.: Arrival & WinterSolstice Ceremony in the evening
31.12.: NewHere’s Eve Costume Party
Theme: MAGICAL TRANSFORMATION
02.01.2018: FullMoon Ritual
03.01.2018: Good-Bye (or stay for the next event!)

Al’ Location
SOLvilla is located right next to the beautiful Baños de la
Hedionda, about 5 km from the nearest village San Luis de
Sabinillas at the Costa del Sol in Andalusia, Southern Spain.
These are old Roman Baths that according to the local
legend, Caesar had them built after bathing in these sulphuric
waters and experiencing healing for his health condition.
This place is truly magical! The springs come right out of the
ground and pour themselves lusciously into basins, the first
is an ancient Roman construction out of which the water
flows into several ponds that become a blueish green river
running towards the sea along the Camino de los Baños.
Because of the sulphur there is a permanent odour of slightly
rotten eggs- which might remind some people of their smelly
farts, yet others of many healing moments at hot springs in
different parts of this world.
Unfortunately, these springs are not hot, only warmish- they
keep at 20 degrees Celsius all year- which in summer offers
a great refreshment and thus attracts many locals and
tourists… but in winter it has not many visitors- which is a
blessing as we will have the springs almost to ourselves
during the gathering! Our advantage is that we live right next
to them and can create hot tubs to get warm and soak in right
next to the springs!! Last NewHere’s Eve we spent a couple
of hours in them- under the stars, with live music and
Champagne- which for some participants was one of the best
New Year’s celebrations ever experienced!
The whole area is stunning with loads of hiking possibilities.
In winter it is even allowed to ride horses (or unicorns- if
you find any!-) along the beach of Sabinillas!

Al aire, agua o tierra
Apart from coming here by horse or broom you could try
other sustainable means such as boats, trains, buses & car
pooling. If you absolutely cannot avoid flying, the nearest
airports are Gibraltar (1/2 hr’s drive) & Malaga (about 1hr
by car). In Malaga we can recommend a no-hassle private
car rental company or try the car rental search engine of
www.doyouspain.com.

Ac’commodation
SOLvilla can accommodate up to 60 p. in 16 apartments:
•
5 aps with 2 bedrooms- each with a double bed
•
11 one bedroom apartments with 3 - 4 beds
•
Each apartment has one bathroom and a kitchen.
•
Important: the apartments are equipped with only the
basics- so you will need to bring a sheet, blanket or
sleeping bag, towels, and what ever else you need to
feel comfy and warm!
•
It is possible to come with your van and sleep in itbut if it is on the grounds of the villa the landlord also
asks for 10€/person/night and you will need to
arrange to use the showers within the apartments as
there is no outdoor possibility for campers- so if there
is space you might as well sleep in an apartment.

Magic Al’imentation
Please bring your own cups, special needs food, and if
possible pots, pans and other useful sorcerer’s paraphernalia.
As each house has a kitchen, it could function like a
MiniCamp- so depending on how many participants we’ll be,
each camp might buy & prepare its own food & drinks which
can be shared with all at the long communal buffet table or
we’ll have an alternating cooking team preparing meals for
everyone. Latest on NewHere’s Eve we shall have a BBQ
fire in addition to the buffet to which you can offer your
burnable goodies. Alcohol is allowed on the premises as well
as other alchemical potions (as natural as possible please)!

Gifting t’Alents
What is your magical talent that you’d like to gift to this
gathering? It is up to you and all the other witches & wizards
to add their charms, spells & spices for this brew to boil and
birth a miracle! Please send your offer description to:
info@solville.org, THANK YOU!

Pay P’al
CONTACT:
info@solville.org
Mob: +34654237173
& WhatsApp: +447535805887
PayPal: shirin@solville.org

If you haven’t already, please reserve your place in Burner
Paradise by transferring 10€per person/night spent at
SOLvilla via PayPal to: shirin@solville.org
- noting in the reference section the day of arrival &
departure as well as the number & names of people you are
paying for (and their dates if different to yours) and whom
you’d like to share which type of room with or if you are
sleeping in a van (there is no space for tents). IMPORTANT:
please choose option "Family and Friends" & use your debit
card or PayPal funds to avoid extra costs!
In addition to the pre-payed accommodation we will share
the costs for basic food needed on site (mostly organic &
vegan: about 10€/person/day) & are asking for a minimum
donation for our "Art Fund" of 10€ only once at arrival (no
matter if you stay for a day or the whole gathering).

AnimAl’s
Please do not bring any animals- unless your precious is
super easy going & quiet and you promise to meticulously
take care of it and its excrements! However, there will be the
finca dog, some cats and two horses at the Ranch: Mercurio
& Rival d’Or, as well as the eleVANt Homer, providing you
with healthy juices, superSmoothies, sweets & treats!

Reclaiming Paradise with LST
In addition to BM’s 10 principles, of which Leave No Trace
(LNT) is one of our favourites, we would like to extend this
concept of leaving no trace (as in leaving no trash) to
actually leaving a positive and sustainable trace (LST) on
these grounds as well as in this world at large! So we’ll
avoid plastic packaging when buying food for example or
when we create art we try to use natural materials or turn
trash that we’ll gather on our walks into art.
Also, to take LNT to a new level, we prefer not to support
animal agriculture by buying meat or dairy products as it is
the biggest cause of CO2 emission and reduction of air
cleansing forest around the world. So please help us create a
New & more sustainable Here together in the New Year!

